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Summary 

 

There has been an ever increasing gap between energy demand and supply of oil and gas worldwide due to multiple challenges 

including low recovery rates from existing wells, complications of deepsea exploration and others. This has led to exploration 

of unconventional hydrocarbon resources including Shale Oil & Gas and others. These factors worldwide have increased the 

dependence of the petroleum industry on research in High Performance Computing to provide faster and more accurate 

solutions for simulation, modelling and prediction of Oil & Gas resources. Seismic Imaging plays a major role in providing 

estimates of resources for new reservoirs as well as for existing reservoirs especially when used for history matching and 

reservoir characterization. Reverse Time Migration is a state of the art technique used in Seismic Imaging and Full Waveform 

Inversion and is being used widely for complex sub-salt imaging. However, it has huge computational cost which makes it 

challenging for large-scale exploration. In this paper, we present performance optimizations for TTI RTM algorithm on hybrid 

GPU based architectures and demonstrate around 4× end-end performance gain over CPU only runs. This demonstration of 

endend performance gain for a production code is a unique contribution as compared to the prior work. 
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Introduction 

 

The enormous challenges in hydrocarbon exploration 

necessitate the development of leading edge technologies 

for seismic imaging. Reverse-time migration is a state-of-

the-art technique that reconstructs the source wavefield 

forward in time and the receiver wavefield backward in 

time. It then applies an imaging condition to extract 

reflectivity information out of the reconstructed 

wavefields. As a result, RTM can generate much improved 

subsurface images in areas where strong vertical velocity 

gradients generate turning waves or where rugose 

interfaces with strong velocity contrasts generate prism 

waves. In addition, because of its ability to image 

reflection events that cannot be imaged by other 

techniques, RTM can be used for refining a velocity 

model. The advantages of reverse-time migration over 

other depth migration techniques are that the extrapolation 

in time does not involve evanescent energy, and no dip 

limitations exist for the imaged structures [8] [9] [13] [2]. 

The RTM algorithm is becoming more and more attractive 

to the industry because of its robustness in imaging 

complex geology, e.g. sub-salt [7]. 

 

TTI (Tilted Transverse Isotropic) RTM wave equations, 

such as those developed by Fletcher et al. [6], are well-

known as an improvement over isotropic representations 

of wave propagation. When discretized they enable the 

correct imaging of complex geology when running 

Reverse Time Migration (RTM) [14] and are an important 

basis for seismic modelling. Although using the finite 

difference method to code discretized approximations for 

these coupled second-order PDEs is relatively 

straightforward, TTI wave propagation is highly compute 

intensive and optimizing for peak performance is, in 

general, a formidable problem. 

 

Further, the necessary computation far exceeds that of 

conventional one-way wave-equation migration (WEM) 

and requires a large amount of core memory. Because of 

these requirements, RTM is considered too expensive for 

routine production projects with large volumes. GPGPU 

(General Purpose Graphics Processing Unit) has emerged 
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as a key many-core architecture for High Performance 

Computing and is now being heavily used for scientific 

computing and visualization. Many recent research efforts 

have addressed the computational challenge for RTM by 

leveraging GPGPUs, including [1] [10] [3]. There also has 

been research using multi-core clusters [11]. Much of the 

prior work either considers only isotropic RTM [1] [11] 

[3], or deals solely with optimization and parallelization of 

the stencil operations when coding for GPU [10]. 

 

In this paper, we consider performance optimizations of a 

full production TTI RTM imaging code for GPU based 

hybrid systems and demonstrate throughput improvements 

up to 4.4× in throughput as compared to a highly optimized 

CPU version for Dual-Socket Intel X5650 (Westmere) 

architecture.  

 

Background 

 

TTI RTM Equations & CPU Optimization 

 

Following Fletcher et al.[6], we model acoustic 

propagation in TTI media using the coupled PDE system: 

 

 
Figure 1: Operating Regions For Kernels 

 

 
 

where, H1 and H2 are functions of the second-order partial 

derivatives and dip/azimuth angles. given by the equations 

below. 

 
 

The complete finite difference modelling algorithm 

consists of solving the above coupled PDE system for both 

the source and receiver wavefields for a large number of 

iterations. As a starting point for this work, a highly 

optimized CPU implementation of TTI RTM was used 

which achieved a cycles/instruction rate of 0.6 − 1.0 in the 

compute intensive kernels. In addition, for increased 

throughput performance, the complete 3D volume is split 

into grid zones along the Z dimension. As velocity is 

generally higher at greater depth the grid zones which 

represent deeper sections of the 3D volume may have 

larger grid spacing along the Z dimension to reduce 

computational cost with minimal reduction in accuracy. 

For the same reason, long spatial finite difference 

operators are used, their total lengths are between 21 and 

25 points. 

 

For each timestep of the source and receiver computation 

the kernels called are: 

• Z Kernel – Internal Regions: In this kernel, the 

partial 1st and 2nd order spatial derivatives of the P-

wave and Q-wave w.r.t. Z dimension are 

computed. (Purple in Fig.2.1) 

• Z Kernel – Overlap Regions: To maintain 

continuity of wave propagation across multiple 

grid zones, an adapted Z kernel for "Overlap 

Regions" is used at each of the boundaries between 

them. (Green in Fig.2.1) 

• XY Kernel: In this kernel, the partial 2nd order 

spatial derivatives of the P-wave and Q-wave are 

computed and these are used to update the 

functions H1p, H1q, H2p and H2q. The update to the 

new values of P and Q-waves at time t + 1 is 

performed using the values of P(t), P(t − 1), Q(t) 

and Q(t − 1), H1p, H1q, H2p and H2q along with 
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multiple velocity and dip/azimuth angle 

parameters. (Purple and Green in Fig.2.1) 

• PML Kernel: Handles the absorption of wavefield 

energy at 3D volume boundaries for the given 3D 

volume. (Orange inFig.2.1) 

 

After the source computation, the values of P-wave at each 

point in the 3D volume and at every kth time step is stored 

in memory ( or disk as appropriate). During the receiver 

computation, the image correlation at every kth time step is 

done by reading in the value of the P-wave from the source 

computation and multiplying it by the corresponding 

values from the receiver computation at the respective 

spatial points. The final image is given by summing these 

correlated volumes over time steps. Fig. 2(a) and (b) 

illustrate the source computation and receiver computation 

loops used in the RTM Algorithm. 

 

GPU CUDA Architecture 

 

The GPU is a massively multi-threaded architecture 

containing hundreds of processing elements (cores). Each 

core comes with a 4 stage pipeline. 32 Cores are grouped 

in SIMD fashion into a Symmetric Multiprocessor (SM), 

hence each core in an SM executes the same instruction. 

Tesla M2090 (Fermi Architecture) has 16 SMs, and a total 

of 512 processing cores per Tesla M2090. 

 

The CUDA API allows a user to create large number of 

threads to execute code on the GPU. Threads are also 

grouped into blocks and blocks make up a grid (Fig. 4). 

Blocks are serially assigned for execution on each SM. The 

blocks themselves are divided into SIMD groups called 

warps, each containing 32 threads. An SM executes 1 warp 

at a time. CUDA has zero overhead scheduling which 

enables warps that are stalled on a memory fetch to be 

swapped for another warp. For this purpose, NVIDIA 

recommends at least 512 threads be assigned to an SM to 

keep an SM fully ’occupied’. 

 

The GPU also has various memory types at each level (Fig. 

3). A set of 32-bit Registers is evenly divided among the 

threads in each SM. 64 Kilobytes of Shared Memory per 

SM acts as a user managed cache and is available for all 

the threads in a Block. The Tesla M2090 also comes with 

6 GB of off-chip Global Memory which can be accessed 

by all the threads in the Grid, but incurs about hundreds of 

cycles of latency for each fetch/store. Global memory can 

also be accessed through two read-only caches known as 

the constant memory and texture memory for efficient 

access for each thread of a warp. 

 

Computations that are to be performed on the GPU are 

specified in the code as explicit kernels. Prior to launching 

the kernel, all the data required for the computation must 

be transferred from the Host (CPU) memory to the GPU 

(Global) memory. A kernel invocation will hand over the 

control to the GPU, and the specified GPU code will be 

executed on this data. Barrier synchronization for all the 

threads in a block can be defined by the user in the kernel 

code. Apart from this, all the threads launched in a grid are 

independent and their execution or ordering cannot be 

controlled by the user. Global synchronization of all 

threads can only be performed post kernel completion. 

 

GPU can only access the CPU RAM with restrictions. 

GPU memory can be managed by explicit calls from the 

CPU. Any access by the GPU to the other memory 

elements has to be orchestrated by the CPU and host OS 

through the system memory. The latest GPUs, including 

Tesla 2070, also support multiple concurrent kernel 

executions, as well as a L1 and L2 caches. 

 

 
Figure2: (a) Source Computation Loop. (b) Receiver 

Computation Loop 
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Figure 3: The CUDA GPU Memory Hierarchy 

 

 
Figure 4: The CUDA Computation Model 

 

Related Work 

 

[8] [9], [13] and [2] first used reverse-time migration for 

poststack or zero-offset data. The procedure underlying 

poststack reversetime migration is the following: first, 

reverse the recorded data in time; second, use these 

reversed data as sources along the recording surface to 

propagate the wavefields in the subsurface; third, extract 

the image at zero time, e.g. apply an imaging condition. 

The principle of poststack reverse-time migration is that 

the subsurface reflectors work as exploding reflectors and 

that the wave equation used to propagate data can be 

applied either forward or backward in time by simply 

reversing the time axis. 

 

[4] apply reverse-time migration to prestack data. Prestack 

reversetime migration reconstructs source and receiver 

wavefields. The source wavefield is reconstructed forward 

in time, and the receiver wavefield is reconstructed 

backward in time. [4] use a so called excitation-time 

imaging condition, where images are formed by extracting 

the receiver wavefield at the time taken by a wave to travel 

from the source to the image point. This imaging condition 

is a special case of the cross-correlation imaging condition 

of [5]. 

 

[1] presents optimizations for RTM for acoustic wave 

equation on a GPU cluster. It considers a finite difference 

approach on a regular mesh for both 2D and 3D cases using 

single precision computations and demonstrates around 

10× gain for RTM over general purpose CPU. [11] 

presents optimizations on Blue Gene/P for domain-

partitioned Isotropic RTM including load-balancing, cache 

tiling and SIMD. It demonstrates throughput of upto 40B 

stencils per second per node along with strong scalability 

and can also handle large cubes of sizes 20483 and above. 

[10] illustrates performance optimizations for TTI, VTI 

and Isotropic RTM on Fermi GPU but considers only the 

bottleneck kernels and order 8 stencil size for discretized 

spatial derivatives. It demonstrates performance of about 

1148 MCells/s with ECC on for TTI RTM code. [3] 

presents optimizations for RTM on Nvidia GTX 280 and 

demon strates performance gain of 9× over Intel 

Harpertown E5420 and upto 14× over IBM PPC 970. 

 

Table 1: Configuration of Tesla M2090 on CUDA 
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Figure 5: CPU GPU Hybrid Design 

 

HYBRID CPU+GPU ALGORITHM DESIGN 

& OPTIMIZATIONS 

 

To maximize parallel execution, the algorithm has been 

adapted to utilise both the available CPU and GPU 

hardware. Source and receiver computation, as the most 

compute intensive, are run on the GPU. While receiver 

computation is running, correlation to form the image is 

run on the CPU (Fig. 5). This concurrency is achieved by 

transferring the values of the P-wave from GPU to CPU 

memory after each set of k time steps and performing the 

correlation with the source wavefield values there. All 

kernels listed above have therefore been redesigned and 

optimized for higher performance on the nVidia Tesla 

Fermi 2090 GPU architecture. Below we give specific 

details on the design and optimizations for them. 

 

Z Kernel – Internal Regions 

 

For the sake of uniformity across the kernels and to give 

higher priority to XY kernel performance, the P wavefield 

and Q wavefield are stored in the GPU memory so that Z 

and X are the slowest and fastest varying dimension, 

respectively. Such a data layout affects the performance of 

Z Kernel to a limited extent. Since we use a 21st order, 

symmetric stencil to approximate the Z- dimension partial 

derivatives, adjacent calculations in Z share 20 input 

points. User defined cache (shared memory) is used to 

store the input points, thus taking advantage of temporal 

locality to improve the performance of Z-stencil kernels. 

In addition to the temporal locality, ZX plane of the cube 

also shows spatial locality (Fig. 6(a)) during the 

computation of partial derivatives along X direction. This 

spatial locality results in coalesced 128-byte word access 

on the Fermi architecture, leading to reduction in number 

of reads from global memory and hence better 

performance. 

 

Each thread block processes a subset of the ZX plane at a 

time. It iterates along the Z dimension to cover its full 

range while covering a limited range of values of X. 

Assuming a uniform cube of dimension a and each thread 

block of size z 0 × x0, then a/x0 thread blocks are required 

to process each ZX plane, and a/z 0 iterations are required 

by each thread block to cover the complete Z dimension 

(Fig. 6(a)). In order to minimize data movement and 

maximize thread occupancy, we choose a thread block size 

of 12×32 per SM (Symmetric Multiprocessor on Fermi 

architecture). Z-kernel performance optimizations used 

are: 

 

• Loop Unrolling: In order to improve instruction 

level parallelism for cores within each SM on the 

GPU, loop unrolling is used during the calculation 

of derivatives. This increases the effective 

occupancy of the cores by reducing stall time due 

to memory reads from the global memory on the 

GPU. 

 

• Prefetching: In each iteration of a single thread 

block all input data must reside in the shared 

memory prior to derivative computation. This is 

typically enforced by copying it to shared memory 

using barrier primitive for synchronization. In our 

design, we pre-fetch the data for the next iteration 

asynchronously from global memory concurrently 

with computation for the current iteration. 

 

• Divergence Reduction & Read-Only Cache Usage: 

Z kernel performance is improved by reducing the 

divergent branches. Boundary condition in TTI 

RTM is handled by the PML kernels, therefore, 

conditional statements related to boundary points 

can be omitted. Further, coefficients used in 
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calculation of partial derivatives are common to all 

SMs and hence can be stored on the read-only 

cache to reduce read access latency by avoiding 

expensive global memory reads. 

 

Z Kernel – Overlap Regions 

 

In the overlap regions a stencil operation must also be 

carried out in the Z dimension. Advantageously this is 

calculated over a defined and constant data volume. 

Therefore each GPU thread corresponds directly to an 

output point. As a thread block is then able to fit all the 

data it needs for calculation into shared memory, there is 

no need to "roll" through the data. Also unlike the internal 

regions stencil the coefficients are not symmetrical, and 

actually vary per output Z-slice. This leads to the following 

optimizations: 

 

• Global Read Optimization: Coalesce reads of input 

data and coefficients into shared memory. 

 

• Computation Optimization: The dot product of 

input data and the corresponding coefficients for 

the output slice is optimized by padding 

coefficients with zeros to make the loop uniform 

between threads and by enabling compiler to unroll 

loops with constant length. 

 

• Global Write Optimization: Output writes 

optimized by coalescing them, and by using 

temporary variables to persuade the compiler to 

keep summation in registers until writeout. 

 

XY Kernel 

 

We process the XY plane in tiles and approximate the XY 

derivatives with a 25th order, symmetric stencil, requiring 

up to 625 input points and 625 floating point operations to 

calculate a single second order partial derivative. Given the 

additional memory requirements of this kernel as 

compared to the Z kernel, fewer thread blocks can fit in 

shared memory at any one time. To handle this constraint, 

a marching partial stencil computation method is used. A 

given XY plane is divided into 12 blocks along the Y 

direction. Computation for each point in a block Bi depends  

 

  

 
Figure 6: (a) Z-Stencil Thread Block Design. (b) Stencil 

operation for XY reduces shared memory cost by splitting 

derivative computation 

 

on data in blocks Bi−1 and Bi+1. For a given point, partial 

sums can be computed from these 3 blocks. However, 

while processing a block, only 2 blocks need to be placed 

in the shared memory of the GPU. Given a point P in block 

Bi, block Bi−1 and Bi are used first and a partial sum is 

calculated. Block Bi−1 is replaced by block Bi. The 

previous position of block Bi is replaced by Bi+1. Across 

such a shift all dependent values of point P are made 

available. This also reduces the shared memory usage (Fig. 

6(b)). Performance tuning for XY kernel for Fermi: The 

M2090 provides 32768 registers. The maximum number 

of warps supported by an SM is 48, where Warp size is 32. 

Hence, 1536 threads can be supported on the GPU per SM. 

Given a stencil size of 25, we used a thread block size of 

32X12, and an extended block size of 56X12. The total 

shared memory usage is 14KB per thread block. Hence, 3 

thread blocks can be processed in parallel, each using 384 

threads. The total threads used per SM was hence 1152, 

giving a GPU utilization of around 75%. Apart from 

improving occupancy, we also used loopunrolling for 
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higher instruction level parallelism, increased register 

usage for reduction in read/write access latencies and non-

blocking and non-conflicting shared memory access using 

optimized layout. 

 

PML Kernel 

 

Absorbing boundary conditions are required in an RTM to 

realistically model seismic energy leaving the 

computational domain, we use the Nearly Perfectly 

Matched Layer formulation by Hu and Cummer [12] 

(PML). This is a two-step process: an update to the edges 

of the wavefield is computed from stored derivatives, and 

then new derivatives for the subsequent iteration are 

calculated. However, as geometry (Fig. 4.3) dictates that 

each face of the volume has a different perspective on the  

 

Figure 7: PML Design 

 

data layout, simply writing two kernels is insufficient. Due 

to synchronization required in derivative update 

calculations, each face of the cube actually requires 3 

kernels giving a total of 9 (opposing faces benefit from the 

same optimizations). The following optimizations were 

performed, among other minor optimizations: 

 

• Not always caching reused data in shared memory: 

Caching data in shared memory is a valuable 

technique giving speedup on many kernels. 

However, a blanket implementation would have 

missed the opportunity in the Y-wavefield update 

kernel to use totally coalesced memory access with 

enough occupancy to make two L2-cached global 

reads faster than using shared memory. 

 

• Split loop re-merging: In the X-derivative update 

function one logical fixed length loop changes 

where it needs to read from at a variable index 

value, the CPU implementation splits this into two 

variable length loops rather than using conditionals 

for the data source. However, it is favourable to 

remerge these loops for the X-faces, as this 

memory access pattern leads to less branch 

divergence overhead than is gained again by 

allowing the compiler to unroll fixed length loops. 

 

Experiment & Results 

 

Table 2: Performance Gain of Hybrid (CPU+GPU) over CPU for 

Source Computation Loop 

 
 

Table 3: Performance Gain of Hybrid (CPU+GPU) over CPU for 

Receiver Computation Loop 

 
 

Our parallel TTI RTM algorithm was compiled with 

CUDA 4.1 & icc, and run on a 12 Core Intel CPU - Dual 

socket X5650 (Westmere) - with 2 Tesla M2090 (Fermi) 

GPUs. We used a large testcase, in which across all the 

zones the underlying 3D data volume had dimensions of 

288 × 335 × 449 with 20 points extended from each face 

for boundary condition evaluation by the PML kernel. 

Table 2 and Table 3 demonstrate the speedup obtained for 

each kernel. For the hybrid CPU+GPU system based run, 

the four kernels were optimized and run on the GPUs, 

while the image correlation was run on the CPU in parallel 

with the receiver loop iterations. The comparison is 
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presented against a highly optimized CPU code with 

detailed cache optimizations and SSE SIMD instructions. 

The GPU+CPU code was shown to be stable and the 

output image quality from the GPU+CPU code was 

matched with the CPU code output for this large testcase. 

The GPU+CPU code was also run for various smaller 

testcases with lesser dimensions and shown to be stable 

and generated high quality images. 

 

Assuming around 800s for the remaining sequential code 

in the seismic imaging flow, the end-to-end performance 

gain of CPU+GPU is around 4.2× over optimized CPU 

only implementation. Further, the performance gain for 

only the computational bottleneck kernels is around 5×. 

 

Conclusions & Future Work 

 

TTI RTM based seismic imaging is highly compute intensive and 

requires large scale parallel processing. We have presented the 

design and optimizations of a parallel TTI RTM based seismic 

imaging algorithm that delivers around 4.4× end-to-end 

performance gain using CPU+GPU based hybrid architecture 

over CPU architecture. In future, we plan to investigate 

performance of other RTM algorithms and Full Waveform 

Inversion using RTM on GPUs and also demonstrate 

performance gains on large scale GPU clusters. 
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